
10/17/71 
Dear end., 

having gotten to th- second page of Sprague's October piece in Computers, I am imprelied to write you again about the repeated breaking of your word and the repeated elapse of material that is mine. ho matter how many mods the well-intentioned pave to Dell, they remain roads to hell: and nomatter how sincere the unknowingi may be, this kind of stuff remains the height of irresponsibility. 

how to refresh your reoallection, it is two Pears since I first protested your not keeping the conaiitiens of ey willingness to cooperate with you on a personal basis while refusing to associate with the Lemmittee. It was that anything I gave you could be kept in strictest confidence end segregated. When younwere here and copied what you wanted, it was on the sawe eeeie. I we- explicit in seeti.yiee why, on of those et ,-nose juii6monta I had deepest doubts is Dick axe ha is a persistent offender. he, of course, thinks he is rendering great pib,ic service. 

The repeated use of what it took so much work to fleet and get about the executive sessions is eerticularly gning. eo matter how you seek to diguify it, morally, if not legelly, it is the equivalent of reaching into my pocked and helping yourself. I told you of that work in confidence, I showed it to you in confidence, and I could not have been more explicit in telling you that I required your advance agreement you would not even tell anyone about it. hy'earbons may log of peer quality, but I an perfectly capable of sending what I want to whomever I want. I didn t want this broadcast because it was than far from the end of an investigation. You offered to oheck with WardePaul, I agree only if you would agree that whatever you developee would be for me and XIAMtrin in confidence, ttnr■  you did agree. The next thing I knew you were eroadcanting this- what I got, not the eard ea Paul product, which merely duplicates some of it and adds nothing new - to the wildest of us. You aeologized, gave the slide you had made of my material back to me, and said it wouldn't happen again. But here is Sprague misusing it again. 

You did the same thing with Atlanta, where I askee you no eore than if you would in confidence use eour sources there to get the newspaper morgue contents. You agreed. The next thing you did was blow the whole damned thing that had taken so very Latch .ore work to develop then you can begin to imagine. What did you eeeect, that the subject of interest would be looking for a fatter-confessor and find him in an uninformed flatfoot who hadn't the remotest idea what to ask or look foreDut the point here is again violation of confidence sad trust, again acting. as thoueh you personally or through your ceeeittee own everything, and the result was destructive. 

If I have no doubt about your iatautious, there is no question about the result. `hes any use of the haute about paving roads to bell. Why you apply such radically different standards on this :abject I can't bogie to guess, but I am certain that in all other :zees of your life you are responsible and do behave as decent people should. 

In any event, at the time of Sprague's first public display of what is not better than mental illness on this, subject in Computers, I asked that you return everything of mine and send a letter to all your members saying they were not to use anything from the files without checking to see if it is the property of your coneittee. You agree. To the best of my enowledge you have sent no euch latter. I saw a deuft jinx did prepare, it leis is certain rem pects inadequate, yeu aereed to change it, and I havent heard a word since. hot have I seen a copy of any suchletterribled out. i have repeatedly reninded '4  em that all of my waterial was te be retuened, with no copies kept. he is not a free agent. I now must ask for this again, this repeated, sick, ignorant misuse of any aseassinationmaterial leaving me no alternative. I do hope you will see to it that it is now done promptly. This inclides everything of whatever origin, including Garrison, whose worst faults I regret you emulate, except what you require for the .Tpeal. I mean by this all my other archives correspondence, too, for I can now take no chances. It is more than apparent that there is no capacity for 



learning, not from the east egregious error or the worst poseible judgement. 

Theee is one part of this rubbish I have suspended reading to write you that Spraeue was told. When I got the confession that he was being used, I promptly showed it to Jim, as he will, I am certain, fonfirm to eau. And if you don't want to believe it, I will show it to you And ite consequences. Sprague's sick reactions are completely predictable and unfortunately lend themselves to such use. :'hat he would do was as easy to expect as tomorrow's sunrise. And it is exactly what he did, only with each retelline it gets embe;lished. Noe I went into this with him quite pointedly at your party. That night he thanked me because he said he didn't want to do anything irresponsible. But soon he got unhappy and started cbagine it all around, first is hie own mind ane then to others. I regret there is nothing I can do about Dick. 'tie is as fine a guy an one would want to know eetil there is this word assassination, end than he becomes a zany. 

All of this is quite tragic, the more so because it is so unneosesary. If there is little I can do about it, I do, very much regret it entirely aside from its considerable personal cost to no land you were witness to part of one of the consequences in a.O., as you ought hove;, over forget, where two of those response eare'two of your people, as you persist in not remembering). It is lamentable that such fine people can behave so reprehensibly, wearing, as they thine, a halo all the time. But its cost to me is and has been great, and that also I resent, as much az I would the robbing of my home. in a way more, because it involves other moral and ethical questions. 

We cannot survive such cenduct. The fact is, we do not deserve to. No. if there is no way of keeping aprague and others from solidifying their ileneseees in type, I must insist that in henceforth never again include any of my material, the product of my work. 
You have by now come to realize that what I told you on the organization of your oaeeittee is right and the concept you then had was an impossiWity. I have aleaxd you give this formulation quite precisely only recently. Can you not learn that all the drivvel printed in such things as computers can't be of any help Lee has almost without exception been hurtful? can you not learn that all of this kind of nonsense that can't stand tee analysis of those not expert -and my files are full enough of representations of this - &ea that each time such trash appears the chances of getting etteution for anything of meaning is by that much reduced? 

Of of my purposes, as I expect you not to believe, is to save you from yourself. At some point the real cud is going to look back on all of this and not be able to face it. I have not said ;any things I could that are personal, for I don't wnt this to be on that level, but I am aware of them if I have been silent, and there are to • eany that are utterly immoral, tat are out-of-character dishonest, th,t are the kind of thing you would not in any other area even conceive of doing. 

Bud, believe me, if you had the slightest idea of what the people who really know this field, not those who dream it And think they have instant knoeledge by having rubbed the 26 are saying behind you beck, you'd never stop being ashamed. I would like you not to become regarded as the inheritor of all of Garrisou'd faults and mistakes, not to at some point look back and oak yourself weat you have done, but I fear you simply will not stop confunane antentions for performance, dreams for reality. end I am as sorry for you as 1 am about the consequences. 1t hurts tee work, doesu't in any way help it. 

in any event, I repeat my request of so lone ago. I do want the return of all of ey work and materialand I do want the sick ones warned not to use it again. het even to quote their earlier uses. Teo yeaers is too groat 'e delay. 

I don't think you well enaerstaud how sorry a am to have to write you so pointedly. 

Sincerely, 
harold Weisberg 


